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We hope your holidays are filled with laughter & love

GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

Resources section of newsletter
At the end of every newsletter, we now include a resources section
containing all the various links associated with MSA SPS events and
activities, as well as our social media channels and accounts. Check it
out to sign up to be our student spotlight of the month and to present
your research at a mycology colloquium, submit your favorite fungus
photos for our mycological images of the month, and nominate a
mycologist to join us at our informal Musings & Mycologists coffee
hour!

MSA membership and awards
This is your last chance to renew your MSA membership (before
the end of the year) if you want to get a $10 discount.
Discounted Memberships: Members from developing countries,
as defined by The World Bank may request a 50% reduction in
membership dues that include online-only journal access. This
option is subject to approval by MSA Council. Link in resources.

Speaking of MNMs
MSA SPS is proud to host informal gatherings between
established mycologists and students (think casual coffee hour
over Zoom) so that students can learn about and gain wisdom
from experienced fungal biologists. Please use the form in the
resources section to nominate a mycologist you'd like to chat with
as a community and look out for our next Musings and
Mycologists event.
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Join members of the MSA Awards Committees to learn how to
maximize your success at winning one of the MSA student awards.
Check out the MSA Awards here!
Submit your questions to panelists here!
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Jacob Steenwyk grew up Pasadena,
California, and is currently a graduate
student at Vanderbilt University,
working with Dr. Antonis Rokas.
Tell us about your project!
My research focuses on the extensive
loss of cell-cycle and DNA repair genes
in an ancient lineage of bipolar
budding yeasts
Which awards do you like to brag about?
My most recent awards include an Honorable mention in the Next
Generation Faculty Symposium at Stanford.Berkeley.UCSF, a
presentation award in the Canadian Fungal Research Network and
Great Lakes Mycology Conference, a Graduate Research Excellence
Award in Biological Sciences, and a Smriti Bardhan Scholarship from
Vanderbilt University.
What are your career goals/plans for after your current position?
I would like to be a professor at a research institution.
What is your favorite fungus and why?
The yeast genus Hanseniaspora because they can be used to diversify
wine-flavors profiles but, more importantly, may be a treasure trove of
novel biology of fundamental biological processes due to the massive
loss of cell-cycle and DNA repair genes.
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What is your favorite fact/thing about fungi?
My favorite thing about fungi is that they are amazingly diverse
genomically, ecologically, and economically. Additionally, they seem to
have superpowers ranging from being the largest organism on earth,
their amazing bioluminescent glow, and much much more!
Who is your mycology role model?
Cletus Kurtzman
What do you like to do in your free time? What are your hobbies?
I love making graphic art, play the guitar, and produce music.
Additionally, I love to rock climb with my friends and go running.
Anything else you'd like us to know about you?
I am heavily involved in service within and beyond the Vanderbilt
community. Here are some of the things I'm currently involved in:
2020-Pres. Founder and Chief Officer, SciArt with Purpose
2019-Pres. Co-chair, Communication and Outreach Subcommittee,
Genetics Society of America
2019-Pres. Inclusion Coordinator, The Evolutionary Studies Initiative at
Vanderbilt, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
2019-Pres. Graphic Illustrator, The Evolutionary Studies Initiative at
Vanderbilt, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
2017-Pres. Educational outreach booth design and execution,
MEGAMicrobe, Nashville, TN

Hanseniaspora uvarum, a budding
yeast species lives without many genes
otherwise thought to be essential for
life. Dr. Neža Čadež, University of
Ljubljana, Slovenia, CC BY-SA
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2021 WRAP UP
MYCOLOGY COLLOQUIUMS
Throughout the year, MSA SPS hosted 7 colloquiums.
We also hosted our first-ever colloquium in Spanish in
Nov. Colloquium recordings are available on the SPS
Youtube channel. If you are interested in sharing your
own research with the community, please fill out this
form.

GRAD SCHOOL PANEL
In August, MSA SPS hosted a graduate
school panel. The recording of the event is
now available on Youtube.

TRIVIA NIGHT
In Nov, MSA SPS hosted its first ever trivia night.
Ten mycologists on three teams had to stretch their
wits to answer trivia host Abbey's clever riddles.
Members of team SHROOMS OF DOOM secured
first place and are receiving MSA SPS face masks
for their accomplishment; every team performed
remarkably during this evening of mycological fun.

ART CONTEST

Maria-Jose Romero Jimenez

Aimee Hudon

Congrats to our winners! We will feature their designs in our coming
merchandise. Stay tuned!
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RESOURCES
Mycological Society of America
MSA membership portal and renewal
MSA awards

Student and Postdoc Section
Mycology colloquium signup
Student spotlight signup
Musings & Mycologists nomination form
Mycological photos of the month submission
MSA SPS swag

Social Media
Facebook

Instagram

Spotify

Twitter

Website

Youtube

We are always looking for more spotlights and colloquium
participants. Please don't hesitate to share your story and research
with the community!
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS AND
HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM MSA STUDENT
AND POSTDOC SECTION
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